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Primary source documents, often accessible only in
musty archives, are the raw material from which
historian craft their stories. The American Spirit is a
virtual archive where students can touch the
evidence deposited by the living, breathing, often
conflicted and frequently contentious men and
women who lived and shaped America's past.
?????????????
This book examines the discourses on nationbuilding, civic identity, minorities, and the formation
of religious identities in school textbooks worldwide.
It offers up-to-date, practical, and scholarly
information on qualitative and mixed-method
textbook analysis, as well as the broader context of
critical comparative textbook and curriculum
analyses in and across selected countries. The
volume offers unique and empirical research on how
internal educational policies and ideological goals of
dominant social, political, and economic groups
affect textbook production and the curricular aims in
different educational systems worldwide. Chapters
address the role of school textbooks in developing
nationhood, the creation of citizenship through
school textbooks, the complexity of gender in
normative discourses, and the intersection of religion
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and culture in school textbooks.
On May 25, 2012, President Obama announced that
the United States would spend the next thirteen
years – through November 11, 2025 –
commemorating the 50th Anniversary of the Vietnam
War, and the American soldiers, “more than 58,000
patriots,” who died in Vietnam. The fact that at least
2.1 million Vietnamese – soldiers, parents,
grandparents, children – also died in that war will be
largely unknown and entirely uncommemorated. And
U.S. history barely stops to record the millions of
Vietnamese who lived on after being displaced,
tortured, maimed, raped, or born with birth defects,
the result of devastating chemicals wreaked on the
land by the U.S. military. The reason for this
appalling disconnect of consciousness lies in an
unremitting public relations campaign waged by top
American politicians, military leaders, business
people, and scholars who have spent the last sixty
years justifying the U.S. presence in Vietnam. It is a
campaign of patriotic conceit superbly chronicled by
John Marciano in The American War in Vietnam:
Crime or Commemoration?. A devastating follow-up
to Marciano’s 1979 classic Teaching the Vietnam
War (written with William L. Griffen), Marciano’s
book seeks not to commemorate the Vietnam War,
but to stop the ongoing U.S. war on actual history.
Marciano reveals the grandiose flag-waving that
stems from the “Noble Cause principle,” the notion
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that America is “chosen by God” to bring democracy
to the world. Marciano writes of the Noble Cause
being invoked unsparingly by presidents – from
Jimmy Carter, in his observation that, regarding
Vietnam, “the destruction was mutual,” to Barack
Obama, who continues the flow of romantic media
propaganda: “The United States of America … will
remain the greatest force for freedom the world has
ever known.” The result is critical writing and
teaching at its best. This book will find a home in
classrooms where teachers seek to do more than
repeat the trite glorifications of U.S. empire. It will
provide students everywhere with insights that can
prepare them to change the world.
Simplified Chinese edition of Lies My Teacher Told
Me: Everything Your American History Textbook Got
Wrong. Loewen surveyed 18 high school history
textbooks and was appalled at the amount of myths,
misinformation, blind patriotism, and even lies that
mislead our students. It's an eye-opener. In
Simplified Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books,
Inc.
As of 2012, only 43 men have held the office of the
President of the United States. Some have been
sanctified and some reviled. This historical work
addresses the careers of the first ten presidents,
men who made vital contributions not only to the
office of the presidency, but to the course of the
fledgling nation. From Washington through Tyler,
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every term is recounted in detail and each
presidential profile provides as many as a hundred
quotations (with full source notes) by the president,
his friends, family, historians, and others. Each
profile ends with an extensive bibliography of books
about the president, his principles and policies, and
also provides suggestion for further reading.
Rigorously nonpartisan in approach, this detail-rich
text describes the early years of what may well be
one of the most demanding jobs in the world.
On May 17, 1899, Patrick Sullivan married Mary
Jane Carroll in Yonkers, New York, despite the
objections of Patrick’s family, who believed he was
marrying below his class. But their dreams of living a
long life together came to an end when Patrick died
unexpectedly on August 13, 1911, leaving Mary
destitute with four children and a fifth who was born
three weeks after Patrick’s death. Shunned by
Patrick’s family, Mary and her children fought off
starvation in a tenement in Yonkers for several
months. Then one evening, she was visited by her
two brothers, John and Barney, who insisted her
entire family move into and share their meager home
at Six Moquette Row. There, the children were
raised by their grandmother, mother, and their two
loving uncles. A story for the ages, Six Moquette
Row, by author John F. Sullivan, narrates the true
story of how one family’s love and a shared
devotion to one another turned what would have
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inevitably been a horrific tragedy into an incredible
success—a story that now totals more than eighty
descendants.
The American Pageant continues to enjoy a
reputation as one of the most popular and effective
textbooks in the field of American history. The text's
colorful anecdotes, first-person quotations, and
trademark wit bring American history to life.
Revisions have been guided by the inclusion of the
histories of previously overlooked individuals or
groups, as well as the belief that the main drama of
American history resides in the public arena, where
these and other peoples have both cooperated and
contended with one another. The Thirteenth Edition
places greater emphasis on the global context for
American history and provides expanded coverage
of cultural innovation and intellectual ideas.
Additionally, the new edition retains the pedagogical
features that make The American Pageant
accessible for students: part openers and chapterending chronologies provide a context for the major
periods in American history, while other features
present primary sources, scholarly debates, and key
historical figures for analysis. Publisher.
Prepares students for the advance placement United
States history examination with an introductory
strategy section, diagnostic test, and documentbased questions for practice.
Principally an abridgement of the transcript of the
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trial as published in: The Sacco-Vanzetti case. 2nd
ed. Mamaroneck, N.Y. : P. P. Appel, 1969; followed
by a collection of remarks over the past 80 years
about the trial and its significance.
The American Spirit 13th Edition UpdateNational
Geographic Learning
In doing so, they focus on the question of to what
extent these enemy images influence the formulation
and outcome of foreign, domestic, and immigration
policies.
The new edition of American Pageant, the leading program
for AP U.S. history, now reflects the redesigned AP Course
and Exam that begins with the 2014-2015 school year. The
16th edition helps prepare students for success on the AP
Exam by 1) helping them practice historical thinking skills,
pulling together concepts with events, and 2) giving them
practice answering questions modeled after those they'll find
on the exam. The new edition adds a two-page
opener/preview to every chapter, guiding students through
the main points of the chapter and using questions and
elements tied to the AP Curriculum Framework to help them
internalize the chapter more conceptually. Also new are
additional End-of-Part multiple-choice and short answer
questions reflecting the changes to the exam. Practice DBQs
and other free response essay questions will still be found at
the back of the book.
This comprehensive primary source reader focuses on
political, diplomatic, and social history, presenting a rich
collection of documents and images that includes travel
literature, religious sermons, newspaper articles, court
testimony, diary entries, and political cartoons. An ideal
companion for the sixteenth edition of THE AMERICAN
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PAGEANT, the text can be used with any U.S. history survey
text. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in
the ebook version.
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